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Abstract
We propose a model where competing leaders influence the social norm adopted in their
group provided it is optimal for their members. Individuals are instrumental in enforcing such
social norm through peer punishment. We show that there is a unique equilibrium in which
there is either a consensus norm or conflicting norms. A consensus norm is most likely in
highly integrated societies, but nevertheless conflicting norms may emerge in fully integrated
societies. Although the majority norm is generally the consensus norm, we characterize the
conditions under which the minority norm is adopted. In both types of equilibria conformists
may not identify with the norm adopted by their group. We show that the intensity of conflict
is increasing in the minority group size and decreasing in segregation. We also study welfare
and policy implications of our theory.
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1. Introduction
Social tensions are a common feature of heterogeneous societies in which the different
groups follow conflicting norms. At the same time, not all heterogeneous societies feature
such conflict. As in numerous instances of assimilation, minority groups often adopt the
majority norm and consensus emerges. Groups invariably have leaders and are influenced by
these prominent agents. Leaders coordinate group members’ expectations and shape their
behaviors by, for example, their actions or words. We propose a tractable leadership-based
model to study why consensus emerges in some societies while others must contend with
conflicting norms, and to study what kinds of norms are conformed by different groups.
Individuals in our model are either leaders or followers and belong to one of two groups.
Each group has a corresponding norm, one that is easier (less costly) to follow for the group
members compared to those in the other group and that is preferred by the group leaders.
Importantly, members may not identify with their group norm, that is, they may prefer the
other group’s norm. We model the interaction between leaders and followers, and across
groups, as a three-stage game.
In the first stage, leaders specify a social norm for their group members. Our model of
group behavior fundamentally differs from the standard approach in that leaders can induce
their followers to coordinate on a specific social norm provided it is incentive compatible for
the followers. Formally, the model is one of a collusion constrained equilibrium, introduced
in Dutta et al. (2018). A key feature of the model is that leaders care only about the proportion of the population that adhere to their preferred social norm and so are competing.
This assumption aims to capture that the emergence of social norms is often driven by the
tension between status quo and opposition leaders. For example, the use of contraception
promoted by the MCH-FP project in Bangladesh faced strong opposition from local religious
leaders (Munshi and Myaux (2006)). During the Covid-19 pandemic, there has been significant heterogeneity among health experts and political leaders regarding the role of social
distancing in preventing the spread of the virus.
In a second stage, followers choose a norm. They may not undiscerningly follow the norm
prescribed by their leaders because they know that in a third stage they will be matched with
an agent and would feel social pressure when behaving differently from each other. In the
third and last stage, followers engage in a round of social pairwise random interactions. The
chance of a match occurring within a group versus between groups depends on the degree
of segregation. While intergroup matches may generate extra benefits, norms are enforced
by social sanctions. Upon being matched, each agent observes the norm chosen by their
partner and imposes a punishment on them if it is different from their own. Punishments
allow leaders to impose their preferred norm if their group is completely segregated; however,
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intergroup interactions may hinder their ability to do so.
Our main result characterizes the generically unique equilibrium, which results in either
a consensus or conflict. In a consensus the leaders of only one group impose their preferred
norm, which the leaders of the other group, abandoning their own norm, also propose.
Everyone adheres to the norm. In a conflict, group members adhere to their leaders’ preferred
norm and punishment occurs when members of different groups interact.
We find that consensus emerges at low levels of segregation, but conflicting norms may
coexist in fully integrated societies. When groups are more likely to interact, the size of
the groups and whether individuals identify with their group norm shape members incentive
to adhere to the norms. Conflict obtains whenever the minority share exceeds a threshold,
which depends on the level of segregation. Similarly, conflict arises whenever the degree of
segregation exceeds a threshold, which depends on the relative group sizes and also on the
net costs to a member from following the opposing groups norm instead of their own. Groups
that are similar in size lowers this segregation threshold as long as members identify with
their group norm. The intensity of conflict, measured by the expected peer punishment,
decreases with greater segregation and increases with the minority group size.
In addition to characterizing when a common norm is adhered by all groups, we study
what types of norms are followed and who uphold the consensus norm in equilibrium. Our
theory, for instance, supports the common view that the minority group is often alienated
(that is, they adhere to a norm that they dislike) if the majority norm is the mainstream
norm and groups identify with their group norm. But our theory makes the less common
prediction that the minority norm can be the prevailing norm in society; however, in this
case the majority group must identify with such norm in order to adopt it. We also find
that when groups adhere to conflicting norms either the majority or the minority group, or
neither, can be alienated.
A marginal increase in segregation reduces welfare in all scenarios but one. In the exception, a society originally in conflict and with a costly enough punishment benefits mechanically from greater segregation through fewer instances of intergroup matches. We conclude
by discussing how introducing simple dynamics into our model generates the phenomenon
of tipping as discussed in Schelling (1971).
1.1. Related Literature
Our paper focuses on the role of leaders in influencing the adoption of social norms in a
setting where groups may be in conflict. Acemoglu and Jackson (2015) argues that leaders
are able to determine which social norms emerge in equilibrium by affecting how overlapping
generations interpret past information. We model leaders as hierarchical, yet not coercive,
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agents that can coordinate their fellow group members’ behavior so long as it is strategically
optimal for their followers.
More broadly, our work contributes to the growing literature that seeks to understand the
emergence of common or conflicting norms when individuals enforce social norms through
peer pressure (Munshi and Myaux (2006), Michaeli and Spiro (2015; 2017), Henry and LouisSidois (2020), among others). Our contribution is to explore the interaction between groups
that are able to coordinate their actions through tools (peer pressure, ostracism), whose
efficacy depends on the choices made by other groups. In this we follow the classic works of
Olson (1965) and Ostrom (1990), and more recently, Levine and Modica (2016) and Levine
and Mattozzi (2020). Some papers study heterogeneous societies where individuals benefit
the most when they interact with those who adhere to the same norm, and find multiplicity
of equilibria (Lazear (1999), Mengel (2008), Advani and Reich (2015), Bazzi et al. (2019)).
In contrast to these papers, we find a unique equilibrium with sharp comparative statics
results that can be fundamental in forming public policy. The paper is also related to
recent experimental studies that have demonstrated that group behavior has positive effects,
increasing prosocial behaviors towards ingroup members (Goette et al. (2006), Charness
et al. (2007), Chen and Li (2009)), as well as negative effects, in the form of costly conflict
between groups, generating hostility, and antisocial actions, toward outsiders (Goette et al.
(2012)). Our framework builds upon a growing empirical literature that has shown that
leaders are able to influence individuals both positively and negatively (Kosfeld and Rustagi
(2015)). See, for example, Beekman et al. (2014), d’Adda et al. (2017), Ajzenman (2021)
for evidence on leaders promoting dishonest norms among citizens, and see, for instance,
Andreoni (2006), Jack and Recalde (2015), Güth et al. (2007) on leaders inducing them to
increase their contributions to public goods. We contribute to this literature by providing
a set of testable predictions in settings where leaders from different groups have opposing
goals.
2. Model
2.1. Environment
Consider a society consisting of two groups J ∈ {A, B}. There is a continuum of individuals of unit mass, with a fraction 0 < ϕA < 1 who are members of group A, and with the
remaining fraction ϕB = 1 − ϕA being members of group B. In addition to group members,
each group has leaders of infinitesimal mass.
There are two social norms j ∈ {a, b}. A social norm is a code of conduct, such as dress
codes, customs, and traditions, and so on, shared by group members and enforced through
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social sanctions.5 Social norms are group specific in that norm j corresponds to group J. For
any member of group J adhering to the social norm k has an individual cost of cJk . These
costs could take negative values, thereby representing benefits. We assume each member of
a group likes their own social norm better than members of the other group do.
Assumption 1. cJj ≤ cKj for K ̸= J.
However, notice that members of one group may prefer the other group’s social norm, that
is we allow cJj > cJk for k ̸= j. We allow this because one social norm may be harmful, for
example, early female marriage is associated with lower schooling and domestic violence for
young women as well as more rapid spread of disease across communities (Field and Ambrus
(2008)). Alternatively, one social norm may benefit both groups; for example, security of
tenure to tenants and larger share of output that is paid as rent on farm productivity to
landlords can have a positive effect on agricultural productivity (Banerjee et al. (2002)).
The leaders of each group specify simultaneously and independently the social norm
that should be followed by each member of their group. Each individual takes as given the
norm chosen by everyone else in society (including fellow members) and adheres to the norm
specified by their own leader provided it is in their interest to do so. The leaders of group
J prefer their own social norm j to that of the other group k ̸= j. Leaders are competing:
their objective function is the fraction of the population that adheres to their preferred social
norm. If their followers are unwilling to adhere to the norm they propose then the leader
suffers a ruinous utility loss.
After the social norms are determined by the leaders, group members engage in a round of
social interaction. Specifically, individuals are matched randomly in pairs: with probability
1 − σ the entire population is matched randomly, and with probability σ each group is
matched randomly with own group members only. We refer to σ as the degree of segregation.
Upon being matched, each member observes whether the matched partner adhered to
the same social norm or not. Social norms are assumed to rely on peer enforcement by
which individuals must penalize deviations from accepted behavior. We assume that there
is a fixed punishment P > 0 that is imposed by a group member on a partner who fails to
comply. This may be in the form of informal social sanctions such as peer pressure and social
ostracism, or other kinds of physical or material sanctions. In addition to inflicting social
pressure, outgroup interactions may deliver additional benefits, for example, by offering a
different perspective or skill (see Hong et al. (1998) and Alesina et al. (2000)). We assume
5

We note that the punishment of non-adherents is a characteristic of social norms: it appears, for example, even in the written constitution of a prison gang (see, for example, Skarbek (2014)). For theoretical
consideration, see Levine and Modica (2016).
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that a member who meets a member of the other group obtains a benefit U ≥ 0.
2.2. Equilibrium
We have assumed leaders have a limited ability to specify the norm in the sense that
group members will only adopt the social norm proposed by their leaders if it is incentive
compatible. Hence, leaders may choose only such social norms. A norm is incentive compatible for a group if no group-member can better off by following a different norm while
everyone else in the group follows the norm. Crucially, whether a norm is incentive compatible for a group depends on the actions of the other group. The notion of equilibrium
that captures this idea is collusion constrained equilibrium (CCE).6 In the current context,
the set of CCE would be identical to the prediction from the following simpler equilibrium
notion, which for the sake of brevity we continue to refer to as CCE.
Definition 1. A collusion constrained equilibrium in the social norm game (CCE) is a choice
of a social norm by the leaders of each group such that, given the choice of the leaders of
the other group, it is incentive compatible for members to adhere to the norm and no other
incentive compatible norm is preferred by either leader.
If in equilibrium leaders of both groups choose the same social norm we refer to consensus,
and if in equilibrium leaders of each group choose their preferred social norm we refer to
conflict.
We require that the punishments be large enough to induce compliance with social norms.
To this end, we assume that the cost of being punished is greater than the cost of switching
social norms.
Assumption 2. For any group J and k ̸= j, P > |cJk − cJj |.
To avoid special cases due to group members being ex ante indifferent, we make the
following genericity assumption:
Assumption 3. For each group J and k ̸= j, ϕJ ̸=

(cJk − cJj )/P
1 − 2σ
−
.
2(1 − σ)
2(1 − σ)

3. Consensus and Conflict
In this section, we characterize the conditions that lead to a consensus or conflict, and
which social norm is adopted when there is consensus.
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See Dutta et al. (2018) for a formal justification for using this solution concept when studying interaction
between groups. CCE applies broadly to any non-cooperative game in which the players are partitioned into
collusive groups, and is defined in an appropriately subtle way to avoid non-existence problems.
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Define dJ ≡ (cJk − cJj )/P as the net cost relative to being punished for group J members
who adhere to the opposing social norm k ̸= j. Our assumptions about cJk are reflected in
the following key properties of dJ :
Lemma 1. dA + dB ≥ 0 and −1 < dA , dB < 1.
We can then interpret the parameter dJ as norm identification and distinguish between
three cases. Group J members have positive norm identification if dJ > 0; they identify with
their group norm. Whereas they have negative norm identification if dJ < 0; they identify
with the norm of the other group. Finally, they have neutral norm identification if dJ = 0.
The closer |dJ | is to 1, the stronger (negative or positive) norm identification is. The lemma
also says that at least members of one group have positive norm identification.
Our main result shows that generically there is a unique collusion constrained equilibrium.
1 + d−J
, there is a unique collusion constrained equilibrium with
2(1 − σ)
consensus j. Otherwise, there is a unique collusion constrained equilibrium with conflict.

Proposition 1. If ϕJ >

Our formal proof is in the Appendix A; here we discuss the idea. Note that if both norms
are incentive compatible for a group, the group leaders would strictly prefer to propose their
preferred social norm. Then we need to characterize the conditions under which it is incentive
compatible for the group members to adhere to their leaders’ preferred norm given the other
group’s behavior. To this end, it is optimal for group J members to adhere to (their own)
social norm j while the other group members follow social norm k ̸= j if the population
share ϕJ is above the following threshold
ϕJ (σ, dJ ) ≡

1 − 2σ − dJ
.
2(1 − σ)

It is incentive compatible for members in group −J to adhere to the norm j when the
population share ϕJ is above the threshold
ϕJ (σ, d−J ) ≡

1 + d−J
.
2(1 − σ)

Observe that ϕJ ≥ ϕJ by Lemma 1 and that ϕJ = 1 − ϕ−J . These thresholds are sufficient
to describe the collusion constrained equilibrium as described in the Proposition.
Figure 1 illustrates the conflict and consensus regions in the unique equilibrium described
in Proposition 1. The two Panels in Figure 1 differ only on switching costs. Given dA , dB ,
the conflict region Cab in equilibrium based on (σ, ϕA ) is defined by
n

o

Cab (dA , dB ) ≡ (σ, ϕA ) | ϕA (σ, dA ) < ϕA < ϕA (σ, dB ) ,
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and the consensus j region Cj in equilibrium is given by
o

n

Cj (d−J ) ≡ (σ, ϕA ) | ϕJ > ϕJ (σ, d−J ) .

φA

φA

1

1

0.75

Ca

φA (σ, dB )

Cab

0.5
1−dA
2

Ca

0.75

1+dB
2

φA (σ, dB )

0.5

1+dB
2
1−dA
2

φ (σ, dA )
A

0.25

Cab

0.25

Cb

Cb
1

0

σ

φ (σ, dA )
A

1

0

(a) dJ > 0 for all J.

σ

(b) dB < 0 < dA .

Figure 1: Consensus and conflict as functions of σ and ϕA .

3.1. Segregation, Minority Group Size and Norm Identification
We next analyze how the emergence of consensus and conflict depend on the economic
environment.
Segregation. Greater segregation implies less interaction between groups, making peer enforcement within groups stronger. As a result, the required incentive to adhere to the leaders’
preferred norm may be achieved with a smaller group size, as the following observation states.
Corollary 1. The thresholds ϕJ and ϕJ are increasing and decreasing in σ, respectively.
An increase in segregation lowers the punishment cost of adhering to the leaders’ preferred
norm while increasing the punishment cost of violating it, irrespective of what the other
group is doing. So, for sufficiently high segregation two conflicting norms would have to be
an equilibrium, as the following corollary shows.
Corollary 2. If σ > (1 − min{dJ })/2, there is conflict regardless of group sizes.
This result suggests that regardless of population shares, more segregated societies are
more likely to have groups adhering to conflicting norms.7 As Figure 1 makes clear, the relationship between segregation and conflict is monotone, conflict at a given level of segregation
7

This is consistent with the findings in Corvalan and Vargas (2015) on the effect of ethnic and language
segregation on the incidence of civil conflicts at any intensity level.
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implies conflict at all higher levels. Indeed we can characterize the level of segregation at
which the equilibrium (if ever) at consensus switches to conflict.
Proposition 2. The lowest level of segregation consistent with equilibrium conflict as a
function of population shares and switching costs, σ(ϕA , dA , dB ), satisfies
(

1 − 2ϕA − dA 1 − 2ϕB − dB
σ(ϕA , dA , dB ) = max 0,
,
2 (1 − ϕA )
2 (1 − ϕB )

)

.

The graph of σ(·, dA , dB ) as a function of ϕA can be seen in Figure 1 as the curve separating
the consensus and conflict regions. As the figure shows this minimum level of segregation
required for conflict is higher when one group dominates in size.
Minority Group Size. We next turn to the role played by the size of the minority group in the
emergence of consensus and conflict. The relationship between the size of the minority group
and conflict is not straightforward in that a given population share of the minority group
may or may not be consistent with conflict depending on switching costs, size of the majority
group and degree of segregation. To describe the relationship indirectly we characterize the
effect of the minority on the lowest level of segregation consistent with equilibrium conflict.
A decreasing (increasing) effect means that a larger minority encourages conflict (consensus).
Proposition 3.
(i) If dJ > 0 for both J ∈ {A, B}, then σ(ϕA , dA , dB ) is strictly decreasing in the minority
group size for ϕJ > ϕJ .
(ii) If dK < 0 and J ̸= K, then σ(ϕA , dA , dB ) is decreasing in the minority group size for
ϕJ ≥ 1/2 or ϕJ ≤ ϕJ and increasing in the minority group size for ϕJ ≤ ϕJ < 1/2.
(iii) If ϕJ < ϕJ < ϕJ then σ(ϕA , dA , dB ) = 0 (and therefore independent of the minority
group size).
In words, so long as the population distribution is consistent with consensus at some
level of segregation then, with one exception, an increase in the population share of the
minority lowers the minimum level of segregation that supports conflict. Increasing the
relative population share of the minority group makes its peer enforcement stronger and
therefore less reliant on segregation. The exception arises when members of both groups
prefer the minority group leaders’ norm, which is also the only candidate for consensus due
to the small size of the majority group (see Figure 1b with ϕA ≤ ϕA < 1/2). Here increasing
the relative population share of the minority group makes the minority group leaders’ norm
even more attractive for the majority group, thereby requiring even greater segregation to
make the majority group stick to their own norm.
8

Norm Identification. Greater identification for one’s own group norm is reflected in higher
values of dJ . As can be seen from contrasting Figures 1a and 1b, higher dJ increases the
range of parameters σ and ϕA where conflict occurs. If it was an equilibrium to follow your
own group’s norm, regardless of what the other group does, then increasing your preference
for that norm would only reinforce the equilibrium. Indeed, now such an equilibrium could
emerge with lesser segregation than was earlier required. The following result states this
observation formally.
Proposition 4. The conflict region Cab (dA , dB ) is monotonic in dJ , i.e. if dJ ≤ d′J then
Cab (dJ , d−J ) ⊆ Cab (d′J , d−J ).
This result implies that when individuals have a strong identification with their group
norm, societies are more likely to exhibit conflicting norms.
3.2. Equilibrium Social Norms
We characterize two types of equilibria, yet these may imply very different behavioral
predictions in our setting. These may differ in the fundamental feature of whether individuals
identify with the conforming group norm. Furthermore, consensus equilibria vary in terms
of who effectively uphold the common norm.
If the members of each group exhibit positive norm identification (that is, dJ > 0), then
a consensus equilibrium must feature the majority norm. In this case, the minority group
is alienated, that is, they adhere to the norm that they dislike, and the consensus norm
is supported by the majority group. By contrast, in a conflict equilibrium group fellows
identify with their ingroup conforming norm.
Suppose the majority group displays negative norm identification and that segregation is
low (that is, σ < (1 − min{dJ })/2}). If the majority group is not too large, its norm may not
be adopted in a consensus equilibrium. None of the groups is alienated and, interestingly,
the consensus norm is upheld by the minority group. On the other hand, if the majority
is sufficiently large, there is consensus over a biased norm, that is, a norm that is privately
rejected by all individuals. Most importantly, the majority group who dislike the consensus
norm are the ones upholding it, influenced by their leaders.
On the other hand, if either the majority or the minority group shows negative norm
identification, when there is conflict only one group is alienated and its members adhere to
the norm due to ingroup peer punishment. This is consistent with the peer effect observed
when Black communities (the minority group) impose costs on their members who try to “act
White” (Austen-Smith and Fryer (2005)), whereby Black students decide not to conform to
the majority norm of grade achievements and academic effort, and consequently they obtain
worse economic outcomes in the job market.
9

4. Intensity of Conflict

In our model different conflict equilibria typically yield different amounts of conflict
because punishment occurs only when agents adhering to different social norms interact.
With almost complete segregation, for example, there is conflict only in the hypothetical
sense that if anyone actually met they would punish the partner. Given a conflict equilibrium,
the relevant measure of the level of conflict is therefore the expected cost of punishment per
capita
I(ϕA , σ) = (1 − σ)ϕA ϕB P,
which we label the intensity of conflict. The next proposition simply lists which parameters
influence this intensity, and how and follows directly from the equation above.

Proposition 5. Conditional on conflict, the intensity of conflict is decreasing in the degree
of segregation σ, increasing in ϕA ϕB and independent of switching costs.

Starting from a consensus equilibrium, increasing segregation eventually triggers the
switch to conflict. At this point the intensity of conflict is at its maximum. Further segregation only dampens the intensity since despite clear hostile intent (opposing norms) the two
groups meet less and less often. The result is also consistent with the evidence of Field et al.
(2008) that incidents of violence were more likely to occur in integrated neighborhoods in
the 2002 riots in India.
The change in intensity of conflict with respect to segregation is shown in Figure 2 for
different levels of population shares. ϕlmin
corresponds to a society with a large minority
A
smin
and ϕA
to one with a small minority. Panel (a) corresponds to the exceptional case in
proposition 3 part (ii) where an increase in the size of the minority increases the lowest level
of segregation consistent with conflict. Panel (b) captures the more standard case in which
a larger minority group requires less segregation to generate conflict. Notice though that in
both cases, if the level of segregation is consistent with conflict at both sizes of the minority
group, the intensity of conflict is higher with a larger minority group.
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Figure 2: Intensity of conflict with respect to σ.

Figure 3 offers a different perspective by mapping the intensity of conflict as a function
of ϕA for different degrees of segregation, σ low < σ medium < σ high . It highlights the key
observation that while low levels of segregation allow for conflict for a more limited range of
population distributions, when it does it generates more intense conflicts.
I(φA , σ)
I(φA , σ low )

I(φA , σ medium )
I(φA , σ high )
0

1

1
2

φA

Figure 3: Intensity of conflict with respect to ϕA .

5. Segregation and Welfare
This section explores how the degree of segregation affects welfare in equilibrium. The
average expected payoff under conflict and consensus j, respectively, are
Wab (ϕA , σ) = 2(1 − σ)ϕA ϕB (U − P ) − ϕA cAa − ϕB cBb ,
Wj (ϕA , σ) = 2(1 − σ)ϕA ϕB U − ϕA cAj − ϕB cBj .

(1)
(2)

As discussed in Subsection 3.1, a marginal increase in segregation can lead to three possible
scenarios. A consensus equilibrium remains a consensus equilibrium, a conflict equilibrium
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remains as such and finally a consensus equilibrium switches to conflict. In the next proposition we summarize the impact on welfare in these three cases.
Proposition 6. Suppose there is a marginal increase in segregation.
(i) At a consensus equilibrium if the type of equilibrium is unchanged then welfare strictly
decreases if U > 0 and is constant otherwise.
(ii) At a conflict equilibrium if the type of equilibrium is unchanged then welfare decreases
if and only if U ≥ P .
(iii) If the equilibrium switches from consensus to conflict then welfare decreases.
Parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately from equations (1) and (2). If intergroup meetings
generate a net surplus, then clearly greater segregation reduces welfare. For part (iii), notice
that for the group whose norm was the consensus, say J, a move to conflict brings the
penalty P from being matched with the other group, −J. The latter faces the same penalty
but now may face a lower cost from following their own norm. Nevertheless, at the point
where the equilibrium switches, it must be that following their own norm is weakly incentive
compatible for −J members. But then, their welfare in a conflict equilibrium is their welfare
in the consensus equilibrium decreased by the outgroup punishment.
5.1. Separatism and Integration
There has been a surge of secessionism in developing countries (Morelli and Rohner
(2015)) as well as in Western democracies (Gehring and Schneider (2018)). Separatists
often base their arguments on cultural/nation identity and political autonomy, and the idea
that the group would benefit from separation. Unionists, on the other hand, argue that
those becoming independent would be worse off by losing access to some markets or facing
public good provision issues. There is also a heated debate about whether religious groups
are associated with segregated lifestyle and radical views, or they enhance the diversity of
societies.
In the context of our theory, this normative question corresponds to asking whether a
conflict equilibrium can ever generate greater welfare compared to consensus. Proposition 6
shows that to answer this it is sufficient to compare consensus without segregation Wj (ϕA , 0)
to conflict with total segregation Wab (ϕA , 1).
Proposition 7. Suppose ϕA is consistent with consensus j for low enough segregation. Then,
Wab (ϕA , 1) ≥ Wj (ϕA , 0) if and only if d−J ≥ 2ϕA U/P .
Intuitively, for conflict with total segregation to generate higher welfare the consensus
norm must be costly enough for the group with the other norm to outweigh the benefit U
12

from a complete lack of segregation. This result says that secession may lead to a welfare
improvement as long as one group complies with a consensus norm that they do no identify
with and strongly dislikes.
Some immigrant religious groups do not seem to integrate in their host country, even
after spending there several years (Bisin et al. (2008)). To tackle this issue, many Western
countries have implemented policies that are designed to restrict religious expression and
foster integration, such as the 2004 French headscarf ban. Our result predicts that these
policies may result in more intense conflict or alienation of religious groups, thereby decreasing welfare. Abdelgadir and Fouka (2020) find that the educational outcomes and economic
integration of Muslim women was negatively affected by the law. Our result also implies
that if such religious groups were to identify with the mainstream social norm, but their
leaders do not, then (full) integration would be welfare improving. Incidentally, Abdelgadir
and Fouka (2020) show that the negative effect of the ban was mitigated for women who
readily identify with French values.
6. Discussion
We have examined the relationship between segregation and the choice of norms in a
static model. Nevertheless it is easy to see the implications of certain dynamics. Suppose in
particular that conflicting norms lead to greater segregation. In this case Figure 1 confirms
that once in conflict, such a society would enter a cycle of increasing segregation and persistent conflict, each reinforcing the other. It is not necessary, though, that conflict would then
lead to a totally segregated society in a hurry. Recall that the intensity of conflict decreases
with segregation. If segregation is increasing in the intensity of conflict, then our model
would predict a slowing down of segregation over time. We would expect to see societies
caught in a conflict-segregation cycle but sufficiently far from complete segregation.
Schelling (1971) discusses the phenomenon of tipping wherein a minority group enters a
neighborhood in sufficient numbers causing the majority residents to begin evacuating. The
key feature is a critical threshold for the minority share, a tipping point, below which not
much changes and above which the original majority residents eventually all leave. Card
et al. (2008) find evidence of tipping behavior in a number of US cities, with tipping points
ranging from 5% to 20% minority share. Our model coupled with the simple dynamic in the
paragraph above generates tipping behavior. Assuming A to be the majority group, a society
with initial segregation σ would have a tipping point of ϕB (σ, dB ) = 1 − ϕA (σ, dB ). In our
theory it is the minority group’s choice of norm rather than its mere presence that determines
the dynamics of segregation. Interestingly, the tipping point depends on the preferences of
the minority and (perhaps more surprisingly) not on that of the majority. The rationale is
13

that the distaste for conflict is what persuades the majority to move. The minority share
threshold above which the minority stop adopting the majority norm and instead hold their
own, resulting in conflict, is wholly determined by the preferences of the minority.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. Write P (dA + dB ) = cAb − cAa + cBa − cBb = (cAb − cBb ) + (cBa − cAa ).
By Assumption 1 and P > 0 it follows dA + dB ≥ 0. By Assumption 2, −P < cJk − cJj < P ;
−1 < dJ < 1 follows by definition.
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose all norms are incentive compatible for both group members.
The payoffs to the group leaders from the two choices of social norm are given by
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A leaders

a
b

B leaders
a
b
1, 0
ϕA , ϕB
ϕB , ϕA
0, 1

Observe that for the leaders of J their own social norm j strictly dominates k ̸= j.
We next study incentive compatibility for group members. The expected payoff of a
group J member adhering to norm j is given by πJj = −cJj − µJj P + (1 − σ)ϕ−J U , where
µJj is the probability of meeting a partner adhering to a different norm. By Assumption 2,
if both groups follow a social norm, it is optimal for everyone to do so. If
πJj > πJk
⇐⇒ (1 − σ)(1 − ϕJ )P < dJ P + (σ + (1 − σ)ϕJ )P,
it is incentive compatible for members of J to adhere to j even if −J members do not and
strictly not incentive compatible when the inequality is reversed. This is without loss of
generality by Assumption 3. Rewrite this as
ϕJ >

1 − 2σ − dJ
≡ ϕJ (σ, dJ ).
2(1 − σ)

(A.1)

If this is the case then the leaders of J will choose j as this is their most preferred norm.
If inequality (A.1) holds for J leaders and the opposite for −J leaders, namely, the
following condition is satisfied
1 − 2σ − d−J
,
(A.2)
ϕ−J <
2(1 − σ)
then J leaders will choose j and −J leaders will have no choice but to conform, resulting in
the consensus j. The latter, inequality (A.2), may be rewritten using ϕ−J = 1 − ϕJ as
ϕJ >

1 + d−J
≡ ϕJ (σ, d−J ).
2(1 − σ)

(A.3)

By Lemma 1, since d−J ≥ −dJ , we have
1 + d−J
1 − 2σ − dJ
≥
,
2(1 − σ)
2(1 − σ)
so that if inequality (A.3) holds so does inequality (A.1). Hence consensus is the unique
equilibrium when inequality (A.3) holds for one of the two groups.
By Assumption 3, there are two other possibilities. If both group leaders’ dominant
strategies are incentive compatible then there is a unique equilibrium where they follow
17

these strategies resulting in conflict. Alternatively, none of the group leaders choosing their
own social norm in the face of their opponents choosing theirs is incentive compatible for
their members. The theorem follows from ruling out this latter possibility. We show that
at least leaders of one group are able to implement their preferred norm in the face of the
other leaders doing the same.
Suppose that it is not feasible for J leaders to implement their own social norm in the
face of −J leaders implementing −j. From reversing inequality (A.1) and by Assumption 3
this requires that
1 − 2σ − dJ
.
ϕJ <
2(1 − σ)
Using ϕJ = 1 − ϕ−J and dJ ≥ −d−J this can be written as
ϕ−J >

1 − 2σ − d−J
,
2(1 − σ)

which implies that it is feasible for −J to implement −j even when J implements j.

Proof of Proposition 6(iii). Without loss of generality, assume the consensus equilibrium was
a. Consider the welfare difference
Wa (ϕA , σ) − Wab (ϕA , σ) = −ϕB (cBa − cBb ) + 2(1 − σ)ϕA ϕB P.
For this to be positive requires
P >

cBa − cBb
.
2(1 − σ)ϕA

Since we are evaluating this inequality at the point where the equilibrium switches from
consensus to conflict, we must set ϕA = ϕA (σ, dB ) = (1 + dB )/(2(1 − σ)). Substituting this
above gives
cBa − cBb
P >
.
1 + dB
Recall that dB = (cBa − cBb) /P . So we have
1>

cBa − cBb
,
P + cBa − cBb

which is always satisfied since P > 0.

Proof of Proposition 7. We prove the statement for j = a. A symmetric argument applies
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to the other case.
Wab (ϕA , 1) ≥ Wa (ϕA , 0)
⇐⇒ −ϕA cAa − ϕB cBb ≥ 2ϕA ϕB U − ϕA cAa − ϕB cBa
⇐⇒ cBa − cBb ≥ 2ϕA U
⇐⇒ dB ≥ (2ϕA U ) /P.
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